








Concession is focused as one of the key policies in transportation
industries, such as airport and road management. If private ¯nance
and excellent knowledges are introduced by concession, public facilities
will be operated and rebuild e±ciently, and the services will also be
improved after a while. In addition, there is a merit of reducing
public expenditure. Although a large amount of investment was put
into infrastructure industries in the past, nowadays attention is paid
to e±cient operation and management due to the circumstances of the
competitive market.
As concession is taking advantage of private entrepreneurship, it
can be regarded as one device of privatization policies. However, it is
distinguished from selling shares to private companies. We can understand
that concession is one of the tactics under public ownership, because
the government or municipal bodies still remain as owners of physical
facilities. We have to con¯rm that concession is the e®ective method
of PPP/PFI and that public intervention should be involved in future.
In this paper, the sustainability of public services focusing on the
concession of infrastructure industries is considered. A case is made for
the signi¯cance of concession policy and concrete cases in infrastructure
industries and typical companies which promote concessions in global
perspectives are investigated. Finally some issues which will be appearing
in operation processes of concession in Japan are highlighted.
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3 { 1 ????ACDL
2005? 1 ??????????? Airport Concessions & Development
Ltd.?ACDL?? Luton????????????????????????
????? Abertis Infraestructuras????????? 47???????














































????1890????? 1900?????????? GTM?Grands Travaux
de Marseille?? SGE?Soci¶et¶e G¶en¶erale d?Entreprises?????2000??
?????????????????????????? VINCI??????
?????????????? Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux?19.7%?? Vivendi
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? 4 VINCI ??????????
? ??? ???? ???????????
Phnom Penh 1995-2040 3,079,000







Clermont-Ferrand Auvergne 2008-26 400,000
Quimper Cornouaille 2009-16 89,000
000,935engaterB senneR
000,031engaterB draniD
Pays d'Ancenis 2011-18 n.a.
000,593,4euqitnaltA setnaN
000,32riotnoM eriazaN tniaS










?? Santiago du Chile 2015-35 17,230,000
























????VINCI Airports, Activity Report 2015 ???????????
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